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Reviewed by Major Josef Daskal *

Public services are never better performed than when their reward comes only in consequence of their being performed, and is proportioned to the diligence employed in performing them.  

I. Introduction

On January 17, 2001, in his farewell address, exiting Secretary of Defense William S. Cohen shared with the audience the answer he had given when asked by foreign leaders how their military could be more like America’s. It’s not just rigorous training, advanced technology, and revolutionary tactics, he explained, “We have the finest military on Earth because we have the finest people on Earth, because we recruit and we retain the best that America has to offer.”

In Bleeding Talent, Dr. Tim Kane offers a different view of the American military. He proposes that the military indeed recruits the best America has to offer and turns them into great leaders, but fails so badly at retaining them that it should serve as a “cautionary tale” for other organizations.

Ten years and two wars after Cohen’s speech, when it was Secretary of Defense Robert S. Gates’s turn to bid the troops farewell, he expressed
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similar concerns. Speaking at the United States Military Academy at West Point on February 25, 2011, Gates alerted that the military’s biggest challenge is this: “How can the Army break-up the institutional concrete, its bureaucratic rigidity in its assignments and promotion processes, in order to retain, challenge, and inspire its best, brightest, and most-battled tested young officers to lead the service in the future?”

Gates’s question echoed Kane’s assertion that the “nearly blind to merit” personnel system, managed by “a faceless, centralized bureaucracy” is at the root of a retention crisis facing the military. Bleeding Talent is aimed at proving this thesis, and providing an articulate answer to Gates’s question, in an effort to “shape the debate on how to save the military from itself.”

II. A Broken Personnel System

Kane is an economist, an avid entrepreneur, and a former captain in the U.S. Air Force. As a veteran—turned—entrepreneur, his milieu...
Kane suggests that the military is facing a retention crisis because its personnel system is flawed. Personnel managers are not willing enough to take risks and the system does not reward initiative. To prove this theory, he spares no effort. The result is a well organized, detailed, and meticulous analysis.

III. A Three-Act-Play: How the Best Join the Military, Why They Leave, and What the Solution Is

Kane ably guides the reader through the large amount of data, resources, and ideas at the basis of Bleeding Talent by adopting an organized step-by-step approach. In the first part of the book, after a lengthy introduction, he provides evidence that the military is in fact a “leadership factory.” Laying the foundations by debunking the “myth of the stupid soldier,” Kane goes on to prove that veterans are over-represented among corporate chief executive officers, and points out that their companies over-achieve. He wraps up the argument by providing an explanation: early responsibility, excellent training, and a value-oriented environment enhance leadership capabilities. So does the fact that the military culture is entrepreneurial, by various definitions of the term.
The heart of the book is in its second part. Kane relies on previously published studies and some examples to show that the military has been “bleeding talent” for a long time, a trend worsened by the years of fighting in Iraq and Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{18} He then relates the results of a survey he administered, completed by a sample of 250 West Point graduates. The respondents feel that most of the best officers (an undefined term, in Kane’s opinion the least biased alternative) leave the military; and point at the military bureaucracy as one of the main causes they have left the service, among other factors.\textsuperscript{19} Additional findings are that the military is viewed as rewarding seniority over merit more than in the private sector, and that traits of the personnel system are perceived as the aspects of military life that least foster “innovative and entrepreneurial leadership.”\textsuperscript{20}

The survey is the first of Kane’s two main contributions to the debate. Clearly, he views it as a completion of the missing link in the research about retaining talent. While previous surveys pointed in other directions, Kane’s respondents indicated the personnel system as a significant attrition factor.\textsuperscript{21} Thus, the survey corroborates his thesis, and supports his call for reform.

Before putting forward his reform proposal, Kane educates the reader about the history and mechanics of the military personnel system, crafted in the industrial era. Officers are expected to follow similar career paths and to be promoted at fixed times or leave the service. There is little room for rewarding merit or allowing for specialization. Management is in the hands of a centralized bureaucracy, focused on the military’s broad needs and not on matching positions with talent or considering personal desires.\textsuperscript{22}

Kane’s proposal is his second meaningful contribution. Adopting a start-from-scratch approach, he advocates for a revolution: a shift from the All Volunteer Force (AVF) model adopted with the abolition of the draft in 1973, to a Total Volunteer Force (TVF). In the AVF, officers
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join the military voluntarily, but have little or no choice of career path. The TVF will allow officers and commanders more choice, by replacing the centralized management of personnel with an internal market for talent. Career paths will not be dictated, for the most part, and officers will be able to apply for any position they wish to fulfill. Commanders will hire the best candidate among applicants, possibly including former officers. They may even be authorized to reward officers according to their skills. In the TVF system, promotions will be based primarily on merit and not seniority. Kane’s terminology is not coincidental. As he explains, many opposed the shift from the draft to the AVF model when it was proposed, but economic giants such as Milton Friedman strongly supported it. In retrospect, the AVF model is widely acclaimed. The comparison serves to show that the adoption of market mechanisms does not “lead to a mercenary, unprofessional force.” But it also draws a comparison between the author and those economic giants, and between his critics and others who have been proven wrong. Kane does not settle for putting forward a proposal. He showcases the responses to a second questionnaire where, facing criticism of his first survey, he put
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elements of the proposed reform up for a vote. The results show unequivocal support.28

The third part of the book ties the remaining loose ends. Two chapters are devoted to reinforce the call for a revolution in personnel management. According to Kane, the military is not innovative and adaptive enough. Consequently, unconventional leaders are passed over for promotion. There are no means to recruit and retain individuals with unique capabilities, such as cyber warfare wizards and drone pilots.29 An additional chapter is devoted to explain that market principles are not in contrast with military values, anticipating a likely criticism.30 In the last chapter Kane notes one exception where in his opinion there is a need for more regulation: performance evaluations.31

IV. The Book’s Unique Contribution

_Bleeding Talent_ is not the first endeavor into the study of the military personnel system, nor the only work pointing at the possibility of serious retention problems among the officer ranks.32 The main question is therefore, what is its unique contribution?

The answer is that _Bleeding Talent_ is one of the most comprehensive, reliable, and approachable tales of the personnel system in the armed forces written so far. The quality of the research is outstanding. The book relies on hundreds of sources, including economic and strategic studies, interviews, surveys administered by the author and by others, media publications, and more.33 Sources are up-to-date and put to use in a scholarly manner, leaving no claim unfounded.34
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The author’s unique perspective has a valuable contribution as well. His military experience is well reflected in the detailed description of facts, trends, policies and organizational traits. His passion for the subject shines through. His access to commanders, current and former officers, and prominent business leaders is also put to a good use, adding valuable insights and interesting ideas. In addition, his position as an insider-outsider enables him to ask tough questions.

The book is also well organized. Every issue is tackled step by step, and every claim and idea is based on the ones previously exposed. Kane spots possible fallacies in his argument, and probable criticism, and presents answers and explanations. Finally, the book is also an enjoyable read. The author is an able narrator, and he alternates well between organizational analysis and skillful storytelling. His persuasive tone makes his arguments hard to overlook.

V. Not a Persuasive Tale

However, Bleeding Talent was meant to persuade that there is a problem, and to offer a viable solution, goals that are only partially met. A closer look at the book’s three main additions to the existing body of knowledge reveals why.

The book’s first meaningful contribution is the survey of officers. Although the author goes a long way to show that he adhered to strict rules in conducting it, at least four weak spots are apparent. First, as others have argued, the sample is not representative. Second, it seems
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that Kane’s assertion of neutrality is questionable. Third, questions about the “best” that leave call for subjective judgment, and no comparison to other organizations is provided as a benchmark. Finally, while a survey of opinions may indicate displeasure with current practice, it is not necessarily indicative of the required changes. It may, for instance, reflect an antagonism towards rules that the respondent did not have the power to influence.

The book’s second meaningful contribution is the TVF model. While Kane asks good questions about the current personnel system, his reform proposal is extreme and not well defined. His focus on entrepreneurship seems exaggerated. Furthermore, Kane does not address some serious concerns his proposal presents. Enabling officers to leave the military and come back might enlarge the pool of applicants for military jobs, but it would also make leaving the military easier. Few may return. Aligning the military completely with practices in the private sector might make it hard to compete with private companies for talent, under financial constraints. Those are just two examples. Indeed, even the author concedes that his proposal it is just one of many to be considered.

The book’s third contribution is its collection of case studies and interviews. They are interesting, but anecdotal. A new personnel system cannot be built on personal stories. Those are probably some of the substantive reasons Kane has eventually not been able to shape the debate on personnel reform in the services.
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Two writing and editing choices also affect the book’s appeal and ability to convince. The author’s tone is often very confident and critical of differing opinions and practices. As a result, the book does not seem balanced and objective enough. The fact that at times sources seem to have been put to use in a way that is overly supportive of the author reinforces this impression. In addition, the book suffers from a tendency to repetition.

VI. Conclusion

*Bleeding Talent* is a fascinating journey into the United States’ military personnel system that delivers thorough academic research in an organized, interesting, and thought-provoking manner. The book does not meet its primary objective to persuade the reader that what the military needs is a revolutionary reform based in classical economics. However, it is a worthwhile read, because of the approachable writing and well-organized analysis, as well as the poignant questions posed by the author.

*Bleeding Talent* is recommended reading for those interested in exploring the subject of personnel management in the military. Readers interested in human resources management in the current era may
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appreciate Kane’s broad introduction to the military practice, as well as his novel perspective and comparative approach. The book would also be beneficial to military managers and those engaged in leadership development. Policy-makers may also find it thought-provoking.